Investigation of transition from thermal- to solutal-Marangoni flow in dilute alcohol/water mixtures using nano-plasmonic heaters.
We experimentally investigated Marangoni flows around a microbubble in diluted 1-butanol/water, 2-propanol/water, and ethanol/water mixtures using the thermoplasmonic effect of gold nanoisland film. A laser spot on the gold nanoisland film acted as a highly localized heat source that was utilized to generate stable air microbubbles with diameters of 32-48 μm in the fluid and to induce a steep temperature gradient on the bubble surface. The locally heated bubble has a flow along the bubble surface, with the flow direction showing a clear transition depending on the alcohol concentrations. The fluid is driven from the hot to cold regions when the alcohol concentration is lower than the transition concentration, whereas it is driven from the cold to hot regions when the concentration is higher than the transition concentration. In addition, the transition concentration increases as the carbon number of the alcohol decreases. The observed flow direction transition is explained by the balance of the thermal- and solutal-Marangoni forces that are cancelled out for the transition concentration. The selective evaporation of the alcohol at the locally heated surface allows us to generate stable and rapid thermoplasmonic solutal-Marangoni flows in the alcohol/water mixtures.